Abstract

This paper compares the weather insurance, weather index insurance and index futures and focuses on why China needs to develop weather indexes and adopt and trade weather index futures. It further discusses how to construct the indexes and futures and how to price them.

Different from the Heating Degree Days (HDDs) and Cooling Degree Days (CDDs) used at Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), it develops the Extremely Heating Days (EHDs) and Extremely Cooling Days (ECDs) to derive relevant temperature-based weather index futures.

Recently China has started using weather index insurance to cover farmers’ risk. Through comparisons of weather index futures with index insurance, this study shows the necessity and importance of using the weather index futures to better protect farmers and better develop China’s financial markets.
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INTRODUCTION

Global warming has led to more severe weather and more losses of agricultural industry according to Swiss Re (2017). It is important to develop ways to better protect this crucial industry and particularly farmers’ incomes. The agriculture industry is still significant and important to China’s economy, although China’s economic structure has changed significantly and manufacturing and service industries have become more important in the past two decades. The GDP share of the agriculture industry was 8.6% of its total GDP in 2016 and there were still about 25% of total employees in this sector in 2016. In most Western countries, agriculture GDP is about only 1% of its total GDP and employees in the agriculture sector are about 1-2% as well.

The US National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) estimated that weather-related loss costed as much as 3.4 percent of the entire U.S. gross domestic product and the annual economic cost of the weather was about $485 billion.

The 2008 World Development Report finds about 2.5 billion people in low-income countries working in agriculture. The study by Dercon (2002) concludes that 78% of households in developing countries had financial hardships from bad weather. According to the Swiss Re (2017), China is among top three countries with the most losses from the natural disasters.

Traditionally, insurance has been used to protect losses associated with natural disasters and particularly agricultural losses. According
to the NICA, from 1995 to 2014, the US insurance covered $395.6 billion of disaster losses. However, many disaster losses are not covered by the insurance. According to the Swiss Re (2017), China is among top three countries with the highest percentage of losses not covered by insurance.

In the past two decades, besides traditional disaster insurance, other financial derivatives have been added and used to better cover such losses. Creating and using weather indexes and its futures can be a good way to better protect the agriculture and other industries and at the same time that gives additional investment opportunities to investors. Weather index futures were first created in the US in 1999 based on ten US cities. Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) weather indexes currently list twenty five cities in the US, eleven in Europe, six in Canada, three in Australia, and three in Japan; and its annual trade is more than $30 billion.

The temperature-based indexes in the US are based on Heating Degree Days (HDDs) and Cooling Degree Days (CDDs). The major investors of these index futures are utility and energy companies in the US and other Western countries. To directly protect farmers in China, this study proposes to use the Extremely Heating Days (EHDs) and Extremely Cooling Days (ECDs) to derive the relevant temperature-based indexes and its futures.

Recently China has started offering weather index insurance. Swiss Re cooperated with two provinces in China to offer weather index insurance in 2016. Domestic insurance companies have also started to cooperate with local governments to offer similar weather index insurance. But, so far, yet there are no weather indexes publicly traded in China and especially no weather index futures.

Weather index insurance is offered by an insurance company to the local targeted farmers and is usually sponsored and supported by the local government. The United Nations, World Bank and other international organizations have been promoting and supporting this kind of insurance to help farmers in underdeveloped and poor countries.

Weather index futures are financial derivatives and they are publicly traded in the financial markets. These futures are supported by a country’s government and regulated by its securities agents. Also, weather index futures are open not only to farmers, but also to all investors. Therefore, weather index insurance and its futures are quite different.

China has been developing and offering more weather index insurance. Following the Western countries’ practices, it is the time for China to consider offering some weather-based financial derivatives and particularly index futures. This will give farmers more choices and so better protections and also provide more investment opportunities to the public. Index futures should be considered as the priority, because this concept of the futures is easy to be understood and accepted by the government and the public in China, compared with other weather index-based financial derivatives such as weather index options.

In this study, we suggest first to develop the weather indexes for county-level cities and then publicly trade these indexes as weather index futures. The selection of these cities is based on the significance of its agriculture industry to the local economy (at least 12% of its GDP from this sector). Theoretically, one can develop a weather index for any city and publicly trade that index as far as there is a market. Since the primary purpose of developing the weather index at the current stage in China is to help farmers, such an approach will be more feasible and practical. Particularly this will be much easier to receive the governments’ support.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section reviews the literature; section 2 compares weather insurance, weather index insurance and weather index futures. Section 3 discusses different types of weather-based financial derivatives. Section 4 focuses on China’s weather indexes and index futures and explains why China needs to develop and adopt weather index futures and how to do so. It particularly explains how the index futures should be valued or priced. Last section concludes the paper and discusses future research.
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Weather affects an economy. Particularly weather factors like temperature, rainfall, humidity, and sunlight affect agriculture industry (Rosenzweig et al., 2001). Global warming has led to more extreme weather and increased weather fluctuations as expected (Easterling et al., 2000, Visser et al., 2014).

Traditional insurance can protect revenue losses or damages from weather-related events. But such protection has several drawbacks. First of all, weather-caused damages, to some extent, are social risk and many insureds may suffer simultaneously; as a result, the insurer who issued such policies may have its financial problem to reimburse all these losses. Therefore, insurers may withdraw from the markets when they find out that cumulative losses are too large (Chen & Hamwi, 2013). Secondly, insurers will encounter extra or unexpected losses from the financial markets when their insured disaster occurs and, as a result, many insurers may withdraw from the markets (Chen & Hamwi, 2013). Thirdly, insurance’s payment is based on the condition that the policyholder had the proven loss as covered in the insurance; it usually only covers extreme weather and catastrophic losses (Barnett & Mahul, 2007; Fuchs & Wolff, 2011; Ender & Zhang, 2015); thus insureds are not fully protected.

Weather index insurance has been attractive to developing countries with small size of farms. Large farmers prefer buying traditional weather insurance because it can cover its actual loss. Also, large farmers pay lower insurance premiums per unit coverage than small farmers, since the insurer’s underwriting cost will be lower due to the economies of scale and also because of less adverse selection and moral hazard problems (Boyd et al., 2011). In addition, large farmers receive huge government subsidies for its weather insurance and its premiums (Mahul & Stutley, 2010).

Weather index insurance has gained an increasing interest in insurance and agricultural research (Odening et al., 2007; Skees et al., 2001; Turvey, 2001). Berg and Schmitz (2008) studied how weather index insurance can help farmers better manage their whole risk. Goodwin (2001) and Ker and Ergun (2007) emphasized the benefits of using the index insurance in dealing with moral hazard and adverse selection problems. Collier et al. (2009) explored how weather index insurance can help farmers deal with the climate change and suggested that government and donor supports should focus on funding the start-up costs of developing weather index insurance markets and catastrophic layer of risk to avoid farmers’ incentives to adapt the insurance.

Zhu (2011) studied the achievements and challenges of China’s weather index insurance programs and found that farmers had weak demand for such insurance. Lin et al. (2015) found some factors affecting farmers’ willingness to purchase weather index insurance in China and concluded that besides the recognition of risk itself, factors such as their type of agricultural products and farmers’ trust to the insurer affect the farmers’ willingness.

Weather index-related financial derivatives are based on the event of bad weather, not the outcomes or damages from the bad weather. Its contracts will also pay for less extreme events so better protection to the buyers/investors. Since the index is standardized and easy to measure, it will reduce participants’ transaction and administration costs (Stoppa & Hess, 2003; Barnett & Mahul, 2007). Since insureds behaviors will not be related with the insurance payment, index related derivatives can eliminate adverse selection and moral hazard problems (Gronberg & Neilson, 2007).

Weather-related financial derivatives also provide investors with additional opportunities. Particularly weather indexes are not closely correlated with most stocks and stock market indexes such as NASDAQ or D&J indexes that give many investors great opportunities to diversify and improve its investment portfolios (Jewson, 2004; Mussoff et al., 2011; Ender & Zhang, 2015; Brockett et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2011).

As listed above, there have been some studies on China’s weather index insurance; but there are no studies so far on China’s weather index futures, and no advanced studies on China’s weather indexes and particularly temperature-based county/city weather indexes. This study fills up the gap.
2. METHODS

Methods used in this paper are mixed. It mainly uses a comparison method to compare different types of risk management of agricultural products, including traditional weather insurance, weather index insurance and weather index futures and explain why developing countries like China should develop and implement the weather index futures to better manage farmers’ risk.

It is both theoretical and practical. It discusses features, advantages and disadvantages of different types risk management and particularly explores different types of financial derivatives in managing disaster risk. It is also practical, because it explains in detail how to calculate the weather index, how to price index futures and how to start-up the weather index futures market in China.

The paper has its unique contributions in terms of weather index and index futures. First, different from the Heating Degree Days (HDDs) and Cooling Degree Days (CDDs) used at Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), it suggests to use the Extremely Heating Days (EHDs) and Extremely Cooling Days (ECDs) to derive relevant temperature-based weather index futures; second, the CME weather indexes and its futures are based on weather conditions in metropolitan cities, but this paper focuses on the weather in county-level cities.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Weather insurance, weather index insurance and weather index futures

Traditional weather insurance is costly because of higher administration costs, like sales costs, loss measurement costs, moral hazard, and adverse selection. It typically covers high-risk, low-probability events, as defined in a highly tailored, or customized, policy. It fits large size farmers well.

Weather index insurance is based on the covered area’s average weather condition and its payment is not directly related to the farms’ actual losses. Its advantages are to lower the administrative costs and avoid potential moral hazard and adverse selection problems. It fits small size farmers better.

Weather-based derivatives such as weather index futures can cover high-probability events with low or medium risk. This is also based on the covered area’s average weather conditions such as temperatures or rains. Its advantages are that they are publicly traded so that they are available not only to the farms, but also to all investors. The major difference between the weather futures/options and weather or weather index insurance is that in weather index futures/options, anyone can be the buyer or the seller, while in the weather or weather index insurance, an insurer will be the seller and the farms are the buyers. In other words, without an insurer, there is no weather or weather index insurance; but it is not necessary to have an insurer in the weather index futures/options.

Following is the summary of the weather insurance, weather index insurance and weather index futures. There are similarities between weather insurance and weather index insurance and between weather index insurance and weather index futures. But there are significant differences among them as discussed before. Compared with weather index insurance, the advantages of weather index futures are: (1) no reliance on insurers; (2) less reliance on governments; (3) open not only to farmers, but also to others; (4) lower average total start-up and administration cost because of large participants; (5) tradable and high liquidity.

3.2. Weather-based financial derivatives

Besides weather index futures, there are other types of weather-based financial derivatives. In this subsection, we review all relevant types of weather-based financial derivatives. One is called the post-loss stock issuing that allows insurers to issue additional stocks with the given price if the assumed CAT occurs that led the insurer to the loss above the given level.

The second approach is the CAT bonds. Reinsurers issue coverage to the primary insurer that issues weather related insurance; then it issues CAT-linked bonds. Proceedings of bonds will be put
in a special purpose vehicle (SPV). According to the NICA, the US annual issues of the CAT bonds and Insurance Linked-Securities (ILS) are about $5-10 billion and its total outstanding is about $20 billion.

The third approach is the weather index options. In this case, traders can buy or sell the option contracts with specified dates and exercise (strike) price (specific weather index). For example, if weather index is higher than the expected, farmers will suffer; then they may buy a weather index call option that will allow them to buy weather index with lower price (call’s strike/exercise price) or sell the put option. The fourth is the weather index futures. In this case, traders are allowed to buy or sell the future weather index.

The first type of the financial derivative is issued by a primary insurer and the second one is issued by a reinsurer. Therefore, these two types of weather-based financial derivatives are used to help insurers. The other two types of derivatives can be issued by any investors and both are based on the weather index in a specified location during the specified time period. Thus, they can be used to help not only farmers and insurers, but also other investors. Especially they can be used to help investors diversify their portfolios, since weather indexes are usually not correlated with other financial securities. These will be particularly valuable to mutual or hedge funds.

In 1999, Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) started trading of weather index futures based on ten US cities. Currently it lists twenty five cities in the US, eleven in Europe, six in Canada, three in Australia, and three in Japan; and its annual trade is more than $30 billion.

### 3.3. China’s weather indexes and index futures

Several provinces and many cities in China have cooperated with insurance companies and offered weather index insurance. Following the Western countries’ practices, China should consider of offering some weather-based financial derivatives and particularly weather index futures.

Previous experiences in developing weather index insurance can be used to derive a relevant weather index and then trade its index futures. The index futures will give farmers more choices and so better protections and also provide more investment opportunities to the public.

### Table 1. Summary of weather insurance, weather index insurance and weather index futures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weather insurance</th>
<th>Weather index insurance</th>
<th>Weather index futures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issuer/Seller</strong></td>
<td>Insurer</td>
<td>Insurer</td>
<td>Investors selling the Futures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insured</strong></td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>Farmers or other investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target/coverage</strong></td>
<td>Potential loss of agricultural product</td>
<td>Weather index changes</td>
<td>Weather index changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reimbursement</strong></td>
<td>Based on the covered actual loss</td>
<td>Based on the actual index and the contract</td>
<td>The difference of the actual index and the strike price of the index futures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buyer’s basis risk</strong></td>
<td>Can be eliminated although usually not</td>
<td>Still existed</td>
<td>Still existed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deductibles of loss</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issuer’s risk</strong></td>
<td>Potential huge exposure</td>
<td>Usually limited exposure</td>
<td>Always limited exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typical risk covered</strong></td>
<td>Low probability and often with high risk</td>
<td>High probability and often with low or medium risk</td>
<td>High probability and often with low or medium risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tradability</strong></td>
<td>None tradable</td>
<td>None tradable</td>
<td>Public traded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determinant of the price of the contract</strong></td>
<td>Negotiated by the insured/insurer and often with the participation of the relevant government</td>
<td>Negotiated by the insured/insurer and often with the participation of the relevant government</td>
<td>Determined by the market itself and fair price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transparency</strong></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start-up cost</strong></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loss measurement cost</strong></td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moral hazard/adverse selection problem</strong></td>
<td>Serious</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government financial support</strong></td>
<td>Needed and heavy</td>
<td>Needed strongly</td>
<td>Needed strongly to the farmers but no need to other investors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index futures should be considered as the priority, because this concept of the futures is easy to be understood and accepted by the government and the public in China, compared with other weather index-based financial derivatives such as weather index options.

As compared in the previous subsection, weather index futures can be best used to cover high probability events with low or medium risk. Thus, this can be the complements to the weather insurance and weather index insurance as tools to cover farmers’ risks.

In order to form a futures market, there must be large enough participants. Current index insurance is usually based on a specific region/area and that will be too narrow to attract enough participants. A county-level weather index will be better. First, it is large enough to cover necessary farmers and attract other participants/investors; secondly it is narrow enough to have the similarities and avoid differentiations of weather conditions in different areas. Also, weather data are easy to collect at the county-level, since each has its weather station(s). We suggest first to select 20 county-level cities in which its agriculture industry is significant to the local economy (at least 12% of its GDP from this sector). This approach is necessary to start-up this proposed program, since its primary purpose is to help farmers and stabilize the agriculture industry. In the future, more cities can be added based on the needs.

To encourage farmers to buy this kind of weather index futures, governments need to subsidize these farmers, as they have been in weather-based insurance and weather index insurance. The suggested subsidy is 30% of the required premium/price of the futures contracts. To other types of investors, both buyers and sellers, any subsidies will not be necessary as long as the pricing of the futures contracts is fair. Also, governments should pay for start-up costs of developing the weather indexes.

3.4 Temperature-based weather indexes and futures

In the CME weather index futures and options market, temperature-based weather indexes and its futures and options are popular. Some others such as hurricane, snowfall, rainfall, frost index futures and options traded for several years, but in 2014, they were delisted due to insufficient demand.

The CME uses Heating Degree Day (HDD) and Cooling Degree Day (CDD) to derive futures and options. When the number of degrees that a day’s average temperature is above 65°F (180°C), people start to use air conditioning to cool their buildings. The price of weather derivatives trading in the summer are based on an index made up of monthly Cooling Degree Day (CDD) values. The settlement price for a weather futures contract is calculated by summing a month’s CDD values and multiplying by $20. To calculate the CDD, take the average of a day’s high and low and subtract 65. For example, if the day’s average temperature is 80°F, its CDD is 15. If everyday in a 30 day month had an average temperature of 80°F, the month’s CDD value would be 450 (15 x 30). The nominal settlement value for its month’s weather derivative contract would therefore be $9,000 (450 x $20).

For the winter’s HDDs, its methods are the same. The HDD is the number of degrees that a day’s average temperature is below 65°F, the temperature below which buildings need to be heated. The price of weather derivatives traded in the winter is based on an index made up of monthly HDD values. The settlement price for a weather futures contract is calculated by summing HDD values for a month and multiplying that sum by $20.

The major traders at CME weather index futures and options market are energy and utility companies plus some government funds and hedge funds. Farmers in the US or other Western countries do not participate in these trades much. The main reason is that big farmers prefer traditional agriculture insurance or traditional weather insurance as explained before. Small farmers are not interested in that neither, because this weather index is designed not to protect their risk, but to hedge electricity usage uncertainty.

For China’s weather index futures, one may use RMB 100*HDD(CDD) as the value of the futures, where HDD is the Heating Degree Day and CDD is the Cooling Degree Day; RMB 100 is the multiplier. But in order to apply this valuation method,
one first needs to figure out the normal temperature during the summer or winter and particularly at which temperature, people will turn on the air conditioners. It can be a number around 200°C, instead of 180°C as in the US, given Chinese people generally prefer higher temperature than Americans.

As emphasized in the early section, this proposed weather index and futures in China are mainly for helping the agriculture industry. Then, instead of using the HDD and CDD, we suggest to use the Extremely Heating Days (EHDs) and Extremely Cooling Days (ECDs) to define relevant futures and its values. For example, for the summer, one may define 380°C as the maximum, then one can calculate how many days in a specific month above 380°C. Assume that in one month during the summer, there are 6 EHDs, then the value of this month’s EHDs will be \$500 \cdot 6 = \$3,000$, where \$500 is the multiplier. Similarly, one may define the ECDs and its futures value for winter.

The above approach is simple. A more complicated approach is to estimate or simulate the temperature's distribution first. Based on collected data of a selected city in a given time period such as a month, one can use the simulation method to estimate its appropriate probability distribution such as a normal distribution; then one can calculate or estimate its mean and standard deviation. Using the statistical theory, one can estimate or calculate a particular probability of its temperature at a specific point and its cumulative probability. Furthermore, one can estimate the relevant expected values and consequently its futures’ value.

To capture temperature changes resulting from the global warming, one may further analyze the weather data using multiple regression models and figure out long-term trend of the temperature. Then it can be used to adjust or forecast the future normal temperature and its range. For example, if weather data indicates that the temperature has been 10°C degree higher each year in the past years, then the normal temperature for the future will be adjusted accordingly each year.

In addition, at CME, weather index and its futures/options are based on temperatures from each large metropolitan city such as Philadelphia or Tokyo. Since the purpose of developing China’s weather index and its futures is to protect farmers, we suggest to collect weather data from a county/city in which the agriculture industry is significant. The agriculture sector shared 8.6% of China’s total GDP in 2016. So the selected county/city for the weather index must have a higher GDP in agriculture such as 12% of its total GDP.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

This paper aims at explaining why China needs to develop weather indexes and adopt and trade weather index futures. It further proposes to use the EHDs and ECDs to develop temperature indexes and its futures and discusses how to price such futures contracts.

Weather indexes and its futures can be used to better protect not only agriculture industry, but also other industry and sectors like energy and utility. For example, during the winter season, if the temperature is not cold enough, the demand for electricity and other relevant energy will be low; then the relevant companies will be affected negatively. By purchasing or selling the weather index futures, these energy companies can hedge its potential risk.

Investors and especially mutual funds and hedge funds can also use weather indexes and its futures to diversify its investments and lower its risk. Generally, the weather indexes will have zero or very low correlations with other financial securities; as a result, including such an investment into the portfolio will lower and diversify the investors’ risk.

The future research on this subject is to identify and select cities and collect its weather data from past many years (such as 20 years); then one can construct indexes for each of these selected cities and value its futures contracts.

In order to implement weather indexes and its futures, central and provincial/local governments
must be very supportive. First, weather data are controlled by the governments. Second, governments need to subsidize farmers to encourage them to buy the futures contracts; third, the trading of the futures is regulated by the government offices.
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Insurance companies and mutual/hedge funds will be major participants of this futures market. They have responsibilities to further develop China’s financial derivative markets and they also will directly benefit from that as discussed before.
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